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About This Game

New Year's clicker with New Year's achievements!

There is no New Year's mood? Play the New Year's clicker! This game will be a good gift for you and your friends!

Your goal is to buy all the gifts for the new year! Each gift hides behind itself a heap of achievements!

                                                               Play, click, gift!

Features:

- Simple clicker;

- New Year's music;

- New Year's achievements;

- Pleasant price;
  Happy New year and Merry Christmas!
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happy new year clicker

So many glitches, at one point all the English turned off and it became only Japanese and as I cannot read Kanji I was at a bit of
a loss. Seeing as I spent MONEY for this... Not a fan. I'll give it another try because it's a waste if I don't, but so far I'm
dissapointed.. Superb, the improvements made more than justify the cost to me - ice feels like twice the challenge it was in
DR1, and that's only increased by using the RGT class.

I only hope Codemasters feel free to give Finland the same treatment as this.. Terribe, voice guidance sucks. No ATC so you
don't know where to taxi in the airports starting off. No guidance during the flights, just you and your GPS. Angel Heaven Lee
basically just tells you to take off. You don't know what altitudes to fly because of no ATC. The first mission I done, Angel
Heaven Lee told me to take off. Which I did, I then followed the GPS to the airport, didn't know what runway to land on and
after I did land on a random runway, the mission was still running. It did not end. No acheivement. All you're paying for is flight
plans that are loaded into the GPS and a voice which gives no real help at all.. Actually both games Battle Academy and Battle
Academy 2: Eastern Front are quite similar in terms of gameplay.
The difference between them only some better graphical presentation in case of BA2, and some additional features and units.

It's worth to buy both games becase they content isnt overlapped.
BA2 is a continuation of historical campaigns BA1, but in more advanced graphical form.

Game itself good for beginners, it teaches gamer how it's better to manage troops on battlefield.. I loved the first game ,finally
got to play this one it's alot of fun love the political mini game part and mystery.. Wow, my 1st mistake was - I did not know
that  this game is made by the developer of the Kitchen Simulator - that explains a lot.

This game is unplayable pile of trash - random text at the system requirements (4Mb NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or
AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher.) will distract you - the actual requirements - 4 Nvidia GeForce Titans Sli -
512 Gb ram - 20 Gb SSD. No jokes solid 1 fps on the best PCs window mode is OKAY. If your computer completely
freezes at some point - it's OKAY.

Now about the gameplay - 2017 - this game is worse than counter strike 1,6 map with the hostage - brain damaged bots
always staring at the walls in the melee distance, this game is awful.

No settings whatsoever, only windowed\/full screen and better\/worse graphics that is actually the same thing anyway.
No way to change the sound settings or controls.

10 GIGABYTES! At the same time just a bunch of same looking locations, and 3 character models. I don't know what
engine is used but it's even worse than GameGuru one.

Take into account 10 fake positive reviews.

The release of this game is a crime against humanity.. very disappointing full of lag and crashes a lot and the routes
you have to buy separately which very expensive most of the routes are around \u00a325. A nice update to F1 2010; this
game introduced the Ego game engineV 1.5 which would also be used for F1 2012. There are quite a few other
improvements and chnages also. The most noticeable for me is the handling model which I prefer over 2010 where cars
would understeer and if they did snap oversteer there was no hope of catching them. The feel of the car is better in
2011 and it is possible to hold or correct slides. The new engine also bring graphival improvements and overall the
game looks very nice running in ultra settings. In 2015 though some cut scenes seems a little dated. 2011 also bring
DRS and KERS into the game; which will ensure as a driver you will be very busy at all times on any given circuit. I
thoroughly enjoy this series of games; there is enough depth here and accesibilty for casuals and hardcore F1 fans
alike. If you are a casual racing gamer tholugh you may prefer to look at the later releases in the series.
. While the game is fun and the mechanics are decent, if you can't handle toxic communities and players who get mad
over how you play shooters or blame their failures on you when they play awfully, do not purchase this game. The
community is far to toxic in the competitive game mode and the balancing of who you play with in casual is also poor.
Wait till they implement a better way to cooperate with toxic teammates before purchasing.. couldn't get it installed
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This DLC take the game to a higher level!
The original story is good enough. However, it became exceptional when the DLC was released.
The new story is more touching than the main one. And the best thing is every ending from the main game have its own
continuation.
All ending in this new content are great, that is certain. And I think sage ending is the best one amongst all.
Sunlight is definitely great, but the light from a flickering candle in a dark chamber is much more beautiful. That is just my
personal opinion.

By the way, I really like the new dress room system. It's a nice attempt, I guess.
Under the premise of premium story, I'm glad to see the team is passionate about improving their games.
Anyway, a outstanding game with such low price? That's a steal!. Difficult, complex, and extremely addictive. I don't often play
games where I get stuck on one level for nearly an hour and don't get bored or angry once. It reminds me of the Donkey Kong
Country games, where failing over and over until you learn all the ins and outs of the level and do it in one final flawless attempt
is the most satisfying part of the experience. It doesn\u2019t hold your hand, but makes you feel like a genius when you figure
out all its little tricks ("THAT'S why those big arrows are there!") and complete a level.

Visually it's beautiful, the art style has so much charm and there are so many small details to catch. There's so much going on
but it's not distracting and all builds up this really intriguing dark atmosphere. I'm only a few hours in but there's a great sense of
mystery from the environment and the voices that has me determined to get through all the levels just to see more. And as a
huge Conker fan you can imagine my joy at hearing Chris Seavor's voices again.

Also, Rusty is adorable. He\u2019s scared of the dark and hearts come out of him when you pet him to wake him up. Why
haven\u2019t you bought this game yet?. Perhaps overly simplistic, the completely random nature of the game removes any skill
or learning from the game. Additionally, the game doesn't clearly convey the rules or the meaning of your actions.

The only driving force while playing this is to unlock the next contending gunslinger. If you're down to roll dice over and over
until you finally get to see another pixelated sprite, this game is for you.. Sure it can be buggy..................but its only a matter of
time untill its bugless........good game, great effort.. A very nice tertis kind of game.. Just 85\/10!
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